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Let the World In!
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Introductory (Grades K-1)

Let’s start speaking a new

language! Children learn a new language through storytelling,

Register and pay online

hands on activities and dramatic play with visuals, puppets and

before September 5th to get our

props! Sing, play games, learn vocabulary, expressions and

early bird discount of $10 off

classroom routines all in another language. One favorite story
each session! Fall: The Three Little Pigs.

12 weeks / $209

Beginner (Grades 2-5 or 3-6) Learn a new language
in a fun, informal setting! Favorite topics include the birthday
party, pets, sports, breakfast foods, the farm and family. Games

each FLES class!!!

www.biglearning.org/fles
Your school is offering these FLES classes:

and activities to spark verbal interactions! Workbooks and color-

Language

Level

Day

Time

12 weeks / $209

Spanish

Intro

Thursday

8:15

Gain confidence

Spanish

Beginner

Thursday

8:15

ful visuals support early reading and writing skills and teachers
from around the world share songs, stories and cultural notes
for learning that lasts a lifetime.

Intermediate (Grades 3-5 or 4-6)

in speaking and comprehension! Explore new concepts, and
learn new vocabulary, expressions, riddles and tongue twisters!
Practice reading and writing and build on what you’ve learned
with new topics like telling time, prepositions, wild animals,
lunch & snack, afterschool fun and the house. Be the class
“newscaster”, write and present an autobiography, act out a visit
to the zoo or restaurant, all in another language! Prerequisite is
Beginner level or comparable experience.

Advanced (Grades 4-6 or 5-6)

24 weeks / $408
We’re on our way!

Travel and transportation, clothing, shopping and new customs &
traditions are among the themes as we continue our language
learning adventure. Plan a trip, navigate the community, and
explore the world in another language. Express yourself with
expanding confidence and make strides in reading and writing.
We end the year with a cultural event, outing or writing project.
Prerequisite is one full year of Intermediate level or comparable
experience.

24 weeks / $408

Big Learning is a non profit founded by the PTA in 1975!

For more contact your FLES coordinator:
Jeannine Williams - williamsjeannine@yahoo.com or
240-447-4006

fles@biglearning.org

301-592-0861

These materials are neither sponsored nor endorsed by the Board of Education of Montgomery County, the superintendent, or this school.

